ABSTRACT

Learning about producing relates to four language skills, and writing skill is one of them. One of the many ways in the learning is by writing a rewrite text of a biography using Movie Maker as the media, which encourage the students to use technology in learning process. Writer of this paper interested in doing a research about producing a rewrite text from a biography using Movie Maker as the media to 1 Public Senior High School Lembang’s 11th grade students.

The formulations of this paper that the writer submitted are: 1) Could the writer plan, implement, and assess the learning of producing a rewrite text from a biography using Movie Maker as the media to 1 Public Senior High School Lembang’s 11th grade students?; 2) Could the 1 Public Senior High School Lembang’s 11th grade students produce a rewrite text from a biography precisely?; 3) Do the Movie Maker media effective to be used in the learning of producing a rewrite text from a biography by the 1 Public Senior High School Lembang’s 11th grade students?.

The hypotheses submitted by the writer are: (1) The writer is able to plan, implement, and assess the learning of producing a rewrite text from a biography using Movie Maker as the media to 1 Public Senior High School Lembang’s 11th grade students. 2) The 11th grade students of 1 Public Senior High School Lembang are able to produce the text from a biography based on text structure, linguistic characteristic, and the rules of writing a rewrite text of a biography. 3) The Movie Maker is effective to be used in the learning of producing a rewrite text from a biography using Movie Maker as the media to 1 Public Senior High School Lembang’s 11th grade students.

As for the research which the writer implemented, these are:

a. The writer is able to plan, implement, and assess the learning of producing a rewrite text from a biography using Movie Maker as the media to 1 Public Senior High School Lembang’s 11th grade students. This aspect was proven by the assessment score, which is 3.65 that considered as a ‘Very Good’ category.

b. The 11th grade students of 1 Public Senior High School Lembang was able to produce a rewrite text from a biography using Movie Maker as the media. This aspect was proven by the pretest average score, which is 50.2 and 77.4 score of the posttest average. Resulted a 27.2 enhancement.

c. The media of Movie Maker is affective to be used in the learning of producing a rewrite text from a biography. This aspect was proven by the statistic calculation with the number of 20 as the result of $t_{hitung}$, $t_{abel}$ worth 20.5 in the 95% trust and worth 26. Which results the hypothesis submitted by the writer are acceptable.
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